ABSTRACT. A technique is developed, using H-closed extensions, for determining when certain Hausdorff spaces are Katetov, i.e., have a coarser minimal Hausdorff topology. Our technique works for Cech-complete Lindelöf spaces, complete metrizable spaces, and many other spaces. Also, a number of interesting examples are presented; the most striking is an example of a Katetov space whose semiregularization is not Katetov.
Introduction and preliminaries.
A space is called Katetov, see [BPS, G] , if it has a coarser minimal Hausdorff topology. In 1941, Bourbaki [B] proved that the space Q of rational numbers does not have a coarser compact topology but could not determine whether Q is Katetov. In 1965, Herrlich [He] showed that Q is not Katetov.
Since the semiregularization of an ü-closed topology is a coarser minimal Hausdorff topology, it easily follows that a space is Katetov iff it has a coarser /i-closed topology. One of the major unsolved problems in the theory of ii-closed spaces is to find an internal characterization of Katetov spaces. In this paper, tools are developed and used to show that, surprisingly, large classes of spaces are Katetov. In particular, regular, Cech-complete Lindelöf spaces and complete metric spaces are Katetov; both of these results extend a result by Gryzlov [G] . An example of a Katetov space is given with the most interesting property that its semiregularization is not Katetov. A space is shown to be Katetov if its absolute is Katetov; however, the converse is shown to be false. A countable Katetov space is shown to be scattered. If F is a compact, extremally disconnected space without isolated points and 5 is a countable discrete subspace of Y, then the complete, extremally disconnected space Y\S is shown not to be Katetov.
We thank the referee for his or her comments. Now, some definitions and preliminary results needed in the sequel are presented. All spaces considered in the paper are Hausdorff.
The topology of a space X is denoted by t(X), and the semiregularization of X is denoted by Xs. A coarser topology a on X, i.e., a Ç r(X), is sometimes called a subtopology of r(X). The basic results about ü-closed and minimal Hausdorff spaces can be found in [BPS, PVj. , PV2]- j^Y whenever A is a proper closed subspace of X, is compact if f~1(y) is compact for all y 6 Y, and is perfect if / is compact and closed. Note that for the definitions of compact and irreducible, no topology on Y is needed, that continuity is not part of the definition of perfect, and that the composition of perfect functions is perfect (see [Wh] ). For a space X, recall that there is an extremally disconnected, Tychonoff space EX and a perfect, irreducible, 6-continuous surjection k: EX -> X. The pair EX and k is called the absolute of X and is unique in this sense: if Y is an extremally disconnected, Tychonoff space and /: Y -» X is a perfect, irreducible, 0-continuous surjection, then there is a homeomorphism h: EX -> Y such that / o h = k. We will frequently use the facts that X is ii-closed iff EX is compact and that if g: Z -* X is a perfect, irreducible, 6-continuous surjection, then EZ = EX. Two spaces X and Z are said to be coabsolute if EX -EZ. Basic results about the absolutes of spaces are contained in the excellent survey [Wo] . Now, some of the tools to determine when a space is Katetov are presented. Let F be a space, X a set, and f:Y -> X a surjection. The collection {/[A]:A is a closed subset of Y} is a closed base for a topology r (not necessarily Hausdorff) on X; the topology r is called the 6-quotient topology on X.
1.1. THEOREM [R, VW] . Let Y be a compact space, X a set, and /: F ->• X a compact and irreducible surjection.
The Q-quotient topology r on X is minimal Hausdorff and f:Y -> (X, r) is perfect and Q-continuous. D
Note that in the setting of 1.1, the O-quotient topology coincides with the quotient topology iff the quotient topology is Hausdorff. Additional information about the 0-quotient topology can be found in [BL,Vi, Va] .
For a space X, A Ç X is 6-closed if for each p G X\A, there is a neighborhood U of p such that clx U n A = 0. By 3.4 in [DPi] , if 5 Ç X, then k'^B] is closed where k: EX -> X is described above iff B is 6-closed.
Our next result is a major tool that is frequently used throughout the sequel.
1.2. THEOREM. For a space X, the following are equivalent:
(a) X is Katetov. PROOF. The proofs of (b) implies (c) and (c) implies (d) are easy. To prove (a) implies (b), let X be a Katetov space and r a minimal Hausdorff subtopology of r(X). Let Y -E(X,t).
Then Y is compact and since the function k:Y --> (X,r) is perfect and t Ç r(X), then k:Y -> X is also perfect. Finally, to prove (d) implies (a), let Y be an ü-closed space and /: Y -> X be closed surjection such that f~1{x) is 6-closed for each x G X. Now, EY is compact and k:EY -* Y is perfect. Since, by 3.4 in [DPi] , rC_1[/_1(z)] is compact for each a; G X, it follows that / o A: is perfect. By a result in [S] , there is a closed set D Ç EY such that / o k\o-D -> X is an irreducible surjection. Since / o k\o is compact, by 1.1 there is a minimal Hausdorff topology r on X. Since / o k\o is closed, r Ç r(X). Hence X is a Katetov space. D 1.3. COROLLARY. The perfect image of a Katetov space is a Katetov space.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF. Let F be a perfect image of a Katetov space X by a function /. By 1.2, F is the perfect image of some compact space Z by a function g. Thus, X is the perfect image of Z by / o g. So, by 1.2, X is a Katetov space. D An example is given in the second section which shows that the perfect, irreducible, 6-continuous preimage of a Katetov space is not necessarily Katetov.
1.4. COROLLARY. If X has an H-closed extension hX and a closed discrete subspace A such that \hX\X\ < \A\, then X is a Katetov space.
PROOF. Let f:hX\X -► A be a one-to-one function. Define g:hX -> X by g(x) = x for x G X and g(p) = f(p) for p G hX\X. Since </"_1(t/) is finite for all y G X, g is compact. Let B be a closed subset of hX. Since g [B] -(BC\X)Uf[B\X}, f[B\X] Ç A, and every subset of A is closed in X, it follows that g [B] is closed. By 1.2, X is a Katetov space. D
The result of 1.4 gives a technique for constructing Katetov spaces, e.g., noncountably compact spaces which have if-closed extensions with countable remainders. So, for an infinite cardinal a, those spaces X with //-closed extensions hX such that |/iX\X| < a will be of interest. If oX is the Fomin //"-closed extension of a space X (see [F, PVj., PVj] ), then by 0.5 in [Po] , X has an //-closed extension hX such that |/iX\X| = a iff there is a partition P of aX\X into compact sets such that |P| = a. By 5.10 in [PV2], ctX\X = ßEX\EX; so there is an //-closed extension hX of X such that \hX\X\ = a iff there is a partition P of ßEX\EX into compact subsets such that |P| = a.
Another external characterization of Katetov spaces is provided in [DPa, Va] and is included here for completeness.
1.5. THEOREM. A space is Katetov iff it is the remainder of some H-closed extension of a discrete space. D As previously noted, the space Q is not Katetov; the same type of proof yields the next result.
1.6.
THEOREM. A Katetov space is not the countable union of compact, nowhere dense sets. D An example in the second section (the space described in 2.4) shows that even among Urysohn spaces, the "compactness" in 1.6 cannot be replaced by "//-closed and 6-closed".
Relationship
among the subtopologies of X, X3, and EX. Let X be a space. If one of the three spaces X, Xs, or EX has a compact (resp. minimal Hausdorff) subtopology, we are interested when the other two have a compact (resp. minimal Hausdorff) subtopology. Of course, if Xs has a compact or minimal Hausdorff subtopology, then so does X.
2.1. PROPOSITION. A regular subtopology of a space X is a subtopology of Xs.
PROOF. Let t be a regular subtopology of X and A a closed subset of (X, r). Then A is 6-closed in (X, t) and, hence, A is 6-closed in X. It follows that A is closed in Xs and r Ç r(Xs). D 2.2. COROLLARY. A space X has a compact subtopology iff Xs has a compact subtopology. D It is not true that if X is Katetov, then Xs is also Katetov. Before establishing this fact, a theorem which generalizes a result by Gryzlov [G] is needed.
2.3. THEOREM. // hX is an H-closed extension of a space X such that hX\X is closed and discrete, then X x hX is a Katetov space.
PROOF. Fix p G X. Define a function f:hXxhX->XxhX by f(x, y) = (x, y)
for (x, y) G X x hX and f(z, y) = (p, z) for (z, y) G (hX\X) x hX. Then / is closed (see the proof of 1.4). For (x, y) G X x hX, f~l{x,y) -{(x,y)} if x ^ p or y G X, and f~1{p,y) -{{p,y)}U{y} x hX if y G hX\X. It is easy to verify that f~1(x,y) is 6-closed in hX x hX for each (x,y) G X x /iX. By 1.2, it follows that X x hX is Katetov. D Now, an example of a Katetov space X is given such that Xs is not Katetov. 2.4. EXAMPLE. Let R* be the one-point compactification of the space R of real numbers. Then R* is a compactification of Q. Let hQ be R* with this topology:
Now, hQ is the simple extension (see [PVi] ) of R*, and it is easy to verify that hQ is an //-closed extension of Q such that /tQ\Q is closed and discrete and (hQ)s = R*. By 2.3, X = Q x hQ is a Katetov space. However, Xs = (Q x hQ)s = Qs x [hQ)s = Q x R* is not Katetov by 1.6. D 2.5. REMARKS. Let X be the space described in 2.4.
(a) The space X shows that "regularity" in 2.1 cannot be replaced by "semiregularity".
(b) Note that the space X is Urysohn, i.e., every pair of distinct points can be separated by disjoint closed neighborhoods, and X = IJ{{r} x hQ:r G Q} is the countable union of nowhere dense //-closed and 6-closed subspaces. So, the result of 1.6 is not true when "compactness" is replaced by "//-closed and 6-closed", even among Urysohn spaces.
(c) Since the identity function from Xs to X is a 6-continuous, perfect, irreducible bijection, it follows that "image" in 1.3 cannot be replaced by "preimage".
Let X be a space. We now turn our interest to when one of the spaces X or EX has a compact (resp. minimal Hausdorff) subtopology implies that the other space has a compact (resp. minimal Hausdorff) subtopology. The next result is an immediate corollary of 1.3.
2.6. PROPOSITION. If the absolute EX of a space X is Katetov, then so is the space. O Let X be the Katetov space described in 2.4. Since EX = EXS and Xs is not Katetov, then EX is not a Katetov space by 2.6 even though X is a Katetov space.
If X is a minimal Hausdorff space which is not compact, then EX is compact and X has no coarser compact subtopology. Now, we give examples of spaces X and F such that X has no coarser compact topology, F has a coarser compact subtopology, and yet, EX = EY. Before presenting this result, another fact is needed.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.7. PROPOSITION. If X is a space which is locally compact except for at most one point, then X has a compact subtopology.
PROOF. The proof is straightforward. D 2.8. EXAMPLE. Consider the following subspace X = \J{(l/n, y):0 < y < 1, n G N} U {(0,0), (0,1)} of R2. By a result in [Pa] , X has no compact subtopology. Let F1=clx(U{(lJ{(lM.Í/):n€NJl/2<y<l})}), F2 = clx (U {(1/n, y) : n G N, 0 < y < 1/2}) , and F = Fi © F2. Then the function /: F -> X defined by /(p, i) = p for i = 1,2, is a perfect, irreducible continuous surjection. So, by the Fundamental Theorem of Absolutes, EX = EY. By 2.7, Fi and F2 have compact subtopologies. Hence, F has a compact subtopology. D When F is the space described in 2.8, we do not know if EY has a coarser compact subtopology, or not. However, in 5.4, we construct a zero-dimensional space X with a compact subtopology such that EX is not Katetov.
3. //-closed extensions with countable remainders. By 1.4, a space X is Katetov if X has an infinite closed discrete subset, i.e., X is not countably compact, and X has an //-closed extension with a countable remainder.
As noted in the paragraph following 1.4, a space X has an //-closed extension with a countable remainder if ßEX\EX has a countable partition of compact sets. Since ßEX\EX is zero-dimensional, the next result, communicated to us by F. Galvin, is quite useful.
3.1. PROPOSITION. A zero-dimensional space Y can be partitioned into a countable number of compact sets iff Y is the countable union of compact G^-sets.
PROOF. If F can be partitioned into a countable number of compact sets, then clearly each of the compact sets is Gs-Conversely, suppose F = [J{J4":n G N}, where each An is a compact, G¿-set. Since the finite union of compact G¿-sets is a compact G ¿set, we will assume that An Ç An+\ for n G N. Using that F is zero-dimensional, it follows that for each n G N, An = f]{Cm: m G N}, where C™ is clopen, Cf = X, and C£ D Cm+l for m G N. Let Dm = An+1 n (C£\C£+1) for n, m G N. Then P = {Ai} U {D™:n,m G N}\{0} is a countable partition of compact subsets of F. D If X is a Tychonoff space, the subspace X H clßx{ßX\X) is called the residue of X and is denoted by R{X). Note that X\R(X) = {p G X:X has a compact neighborhood of p}, that R(X) = Xflcly(F\X) for any compactification F of X, and that R{X) is closed. Recall that X is called Cech-complete if X is a Gs -subset of ßX, or equivalently, if cX\X is a (j-compact subspace for every compactification cX of X.
PROPOSITION. If cX is a zero-dimensional compactification of a Cech-
complete space X and R{X) is Lindelöf, then cX\X has a countable partition of compact sets.
PROOF. Since cX\X is a ¿--compact space, cX\X = \J{An:n G N}, where An is compact for each n G N. Let F = clcx(cX\X) .
Fix n G N. For p G -R(X), there is a clopen set Up in F such that p G Up and [7p n An -0. There is a countable subset F Ç ñ(X) such that R{X) Ç í/" Ç F\/ln, where /7" = \J{Up:p G F}. If Bn = Y\Un, then >4n Ç Bn Ç cX\X, /?" is a compact G¿-set, and cX\X = U{Bm: m G N}. By 3.1, cX\X has a countable partition of compact sets. D 3.3. COROLLARY. Let X be a space.
(a) If X is not countably compact, EX is Cech-complete, and R(EX) is Lindelöf, then X has an H-closed extension with a countable remainder and is Katetov. PROOF. Both (a) and (b) satisfy the hypothesis of 3.3(b); hence, X has an Hclosed extension with a countable remainder. If X is countably compact, then X is compact as X is Lindelöf or paracompact; so, X is Katetov. If X is not countably compact, then X has an infinite closed discrete subspace. By the comments in the paragraph before 3.1, X is Katetov. is <7-compact, and by 3.5, EX = f]{ßEX\An: n G w} is Lindelöf. As fcx: EX -> X is continuous, X is Lindelöf. Clearly, X is Cech-complete. D
Of course, 3.6(c) implies that the space X has an //-closed extension with a countable remainder.
Before presenting the next result, recall that a space X is nowhere locally compact if R{X) = X, i.e., no point has a compact neighborhood.
3.7.
PROPOSITION. Let X be a Tychonoff, nowhere locally compact space.
If X has an H-closed extension with a countable remainder, then X has a dense Lindelöf subspace.
PROOF. By the comments following 1.4 and since kx'-EX -> X is irreducible, it follows that EX is nowhere locally compact and has an //-closed extension with a countable remainder. By continuity of kx, it sufficies to show that EX has a dense Lindelöf subspace. Now, ßEX\EX has a countable partition {An: n G w} of compact subsets. (b) The converse of 3.7 is false as Q is Lindelöf, Tychonoff, and nowhere locally compact but has no //-closed extension with a countable remainder.
(c) If F is the one-point compactification of an uncountable discrete space, then P x F is a Cech-complete, zero-dimensional space which by Theorem 3 in [Ho2] has no compactification with a countable remainder. The space P x F has a compact subtopology, but we do not know, in general, if every Cech-complete, zerodimensional Lindelöf space must have a compact subtopology. D
In [Hoi] , it is shown that if a paracompact space X has a compactification with a countable remainder, then R(X) is Lindelöf. We do not know if this statement is true when "compactification" is replaced by "//-closed extension". Also, we do not know if a Cech-complete, paracompact space is Katetov.
4.
The metric case. In the last section, we proved that regular, Cechcomplete, Lindelöf spaces are Katetov. In this section, we show that Cech-complete metric spaces are also Katetov. Recall [E, Theorem 4.3.26 ] that a metric space is Cech-complete iff it is complete as a metric space. A space X is strongly zerodimensional if for disjoint zero sets Z\ and Z2, there is a clopen set C such that Z\ Ç C C X\Z2. The following result in [E] is most useful.
4.1.
LEMMA, (a) [E,7.3 .15] A space X is strongly zero-dimensional and metrizable iff X can be embedded as a subspace of D", where D is a discrete space and \D\ < dX. In particular, the property of being metrizable and strongly zerodimensional is both hereditary and countable productive.
(b) [F, 7 .3H] A completely metrizable and strongly zero-dimensional space is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of Dw, where D is a discrete space and \D\ = wX. D To obtain the result that every complete metric space is Katetov, more preliminary results are needed.
4.2. THEOREM [Py] . Every strongly zero-dimensional, complete metric space has a compact subtopology. D Let / be the unit interval. For an infinite cardinal a, let Xa be the topological sum of a copies of /, i.e., Xa = (&{I0:ß < a}, where I0 = I x {ß} for ß < a. The hedgehog )i{a) is the quotient set of Xa where {0} x a is identified to a point, denoted as Ö, plus the topology (not the quotient topology) induced by this metric d-if p G I0 and q G /-, for /?, 7 < a, define d(p, q) = \p -q\ if ß = 7 and d(p, q) = P + q if ß 7^ 7! additional information about hedgehogs can be found in [E] . Let C be the Cantor subspace of /, Ya = ®{C¿¡: ß < a} where C0 = C x {ß} for ß < a, and C(a) the corresponding subspace of M(a). By IV.4.2 in [D] , there is a continuous surjection /: C -> / such that /_1(0) is a singleton; now, / is compact since C is compact. The function F: C(a) -> M(a) defined by F(x,ß) = (f(x),ß) for x G C and ß < a is a perfect continuous surjection. We will use this fact to help prove the next result.
4.3.
THEOREM. Every metric space X is the perfect, irreducible continuous image of a strongly zero-dimensional metric space Y such that wX = wY and X is complete iff Y is complete.
PROOF. An infinite metric space X can be embedded as a subspace of (M(a))", where a = wX. Let F:C(a) -> M {a) be the continuous, perfect surjection defined in the previous paragraph. If h G C(a)w, i.e., h: to -► C(a) is a function, then define G(h):u -> U{cx) by G(h)(n) = F(h(n)) for n G lo. So, G:C(a)" -> #(a)w is a function and it follows that G is a perfect, continuous surjection. Let Z = G_1 [X] and H = G\Z. Then H: Z -> X is a perfect, continuous surjection. By a result in [S] , there is a closed subspace F of Z such that H\Y:Y -> X is a perfect, irreducible continuous surjection.
Clearly, C(a) is a strongly zero-dimensional, metric space; by 4.1, £(0)^ and, hence, F are strongly zero-dimensional and metrizable. Since H\Y is perfect and irreducible, dY = dX; as X and F are metrizable, wY = dY and wX -dX implying wY = wX. Since H\Y is perfect, it follows that X is Cech-complete if F is Cech-complete. D We now have the tools to prove one of the main results in this section.
THEOREM. A complete metric space is Katetov.
PROOF. By 4.3, a complete metric space X is the perfect, irreducible continuous image of a strongly zero-dimensional, complete metric space F. By 4.2, F has a compact subtopology, and by 1.3, X is Katetov. □ The space X described in 2.8 is an example of a complete metrizable space with no compact subtopology.
So, 4.4 cannot be strengthened to the statement that complete metric spaces have a coarser compact subtopology. Our next major result is to prove that spaces coabsolute with a complete metric space X such that cf (dX) > Kq are Katetov. Some preliminary results are needed. 4.5. PROPOSITION. If D is an infinite discrete space, then D^ has a compactification such that the cardinality of the remainder is \D\.
PROOF. First note that the lexicographic order on wa x Z, where \D\ = L0a and Z is the space of all integers with the discrete topology, generates the discrete topology; so, D is orderable. It is straightforward to show that the topology on Du is generated by the lexicographic order < on DM and that the remainder of the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of (Du, <) has cardinality \D\. D 4.6. PROPOSITION, (a) A strongly zero-dimensional, complete metric space X has a compactification whose remainder has cardinality < dX.
(b) A space coabsolute with a complete metric space X has an H-closed extension whose remainder has cardinality < dX.
PROOF. Now, (a) is a consequence of 4.1(b) and 4.5. To prove (b), let X be a complete metric space. By 4.3, X is the perfect, irreducible continuous image of a strongly zero-dimensional, complete metric space F such that dY = dX. In particular, EX = EY. By (a), F has a compactification whose remainder has cardinality < dY. Hence, there is a partition P of ßEY\EY into compact sets such that |P| < dY. By the comment following 1.4, it follows that X has an //-closed extension whose remainder is < dX as ßEX\EX = ßEY\EY. O It is not possible to remove the hypothesis of "strongly zero-dimensional" from 4.6(a). For, if X is the space described in 2.8, then X is a complete metric space, dX = No and X is not rim compact; so, by Theorem 2 in [Hoi] , X does not have a compactification with a countable remainder. Also, it is not possible to decrease the cardinality restriction in 4.6(b) as the space described in 3.8(a) is a complete metric space with density Ki, and has no //-closed extension with a countable remainder. We now present our second major result in this section. 4.7. THEOREM. If Y is coabsolute with a complete metric space X such that cf(dF) > No> then Y is a Katetov space.
PROOF. Since EY = EX and by 1.3, it suffices to show that EX is a Katetov space. By 1.4 and 4.6, it suffices to show that EX has a closed, discrete subspace of cardinality dY = dX. Now, X has a cr-discrete base B -\\{Bn-n G lo} , where \B | = wX = dX and S" is a discrete family for each n Glo. Since cf(cZX) = cf(dF) > N0, then for some n G lo, \Bn\ = dX. If pa G A for each A G Bn, then T = {pa'-A G S"} is a closed discrete subspace of X and \T\ -dX. As kx'-EX -> X is continuous, it follows that EX has a closed discrete subspace of cardinality dX. D 4.8. REMARKS, (a) Let F = 0{#(Nn):n G lo} and X = F U {oo}, where U Ç X is defined to be open if U n F is open in F and oo G U implies for some m G to, H(#n) Ç [/ for n > m. It is easy to see that F is a complete metric space, dY = N^ and F has no closed discrete subspace of cardinality Kw. So, the proof of 4.7 does not work for F. For n G lo, let yn denote Ö in #(Nn) (see the notational definition in the paragraph following 4.1). Now, EX is a Cech-complete, paracompact space, and since R(EX) Ç {Jik^ly^-.n G w} [J/c^oo), R(EX) is c-compact and, hence, is Lindelöf. By 3.4(b), EX is Katetov. Hence, by 1.3, every space coabsolute with X is Katetov.
(b) For any arbitrary complete metric space X, we do not know whether EX has a compact subtopology or is Katetov.
Additional results.
In this section, we give a sufficient condition for a Tychonoff space to have a compact subtopology when a certain retract has a compact subtopology, show that a countable, Katetov space is scattered, and give examples of a complete, extremally disconnected space which is not Katetov and a zero-dimensional space with a compact subtopology such that its absolute is not Katetov.
5.1. THEOREM. Let A be a retract of a Tychonoff space X such that X\A is locally compact, and A has a compact subtopology. Then X has a compact subtopology-PROOF. First, recall that retracts are closed. Let /: X -> A be a retraction, and let r be a compact subtopology of A. Since /: X -> (A, r) is also continuous, there is a continuous extension ßf:ßX -* {A,t). Now, define g:ßX -> X by g and ff-^Vo] = {ßf)-l[V\, it follows that UQ and V0 € <r. But Uq and Vo are disjoint open sets containing p and q, respectively. This shows that (X, a) is Hausdorff and completes the proof that X has a compact subtopology. D We observe that if X is a Tychonoff space and R{X) is a retract of X and R(X) has a compact subtopology, then X has a compact subtopology.
Next, we focus our attention on countable subspaces. First, recall that a space is scattered if every nonempty subspace has an isolated point. In 1948, Katetov [K] proved that a regular, countable space has a compact subtopology iff it is scattered.
We do not know if a countable, scattered space is Katetov but can prove the converse.
THEOREM. A countable, Katetov space is scattered.
PROOF. Let F be a countable, Katetov space. Then there is a continuous bijection /: F -* X where X is minimal Hausdorff. If A Ç F and f[A] has an isolated point, it follows that A has an isolated point. So, it suffices to show that a countable, minimal Hausdorff space X is scattered.
First observe that a consequence of 1.6 is that a countable, minimal Hausdorff space has a dense set of isolated points. Now, we inductively construct a family {Xa:a < u>i} of closed subsets of X and a family {Aa:a < loi} of compact subsets of EX such that for a < lo\, (i) ka: Aa -> Xa is a perfect irreducible surjection where ka -kx\Aa, (ii) XQ\XQ + i is a subset of isolated points of Xa, (iii) XQ\XQ+i ^ 0 if Xa ^ 0, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and (iv) for a < ß < wi, Aß Ç Aa. We start the induction by defining Xo = X and Ao = EX. Suppose a < loi and {X0:ß < a} and {Aß-, ß < a} are defined satisfying (i)-(iv). If a = ß + 1 for some ß, then as k0:A0 -» X0 is a perfect irreducible surjection, X0 is a Katetov space by 1.2. Let XÓ be X0 with the coarser minimal Hausdorff topology; so, k0: A0 -> Xá is perfect, irreducible, 9-continuous, and onto. For p G A0, it follows that p is isolated in A0 iff k0(p) is isolated in XL Now, XÓ has a dense set Dß of isolated points. Let Xa = X0\D0
and BQ = A0\k 1 [D0]. Now, BQ is compact and there is a compact subspace AQ of Ba such that k0\Aa: Aa -► Xa is a perfect, irreducible surjection; let fcQ = k0\Aa.
If a is a limit ordinal, then kx{C\{A0:ß < a}} = f]{X0:ß < a}. Let XQ = f]{X0:ß < a}. There is a compact subspace Aa of f]{A0: ß < a} such that kx\Aa:Aa -> XQ is a perfect, irreducible surjection. This completes the proof of the induction. Since {Xq\Xq+1:q < loi} are pairwise disjoint, it follows that for some a < loi, Xa\Xa+\ = 0 implying XQ = 0 by (iii). Thus X is a scattered space. □ Our next result is an example of a Cech-complete extremally disconnected space which is not Katetov. Recall (see [GJ] ) that in an extremally disconnected space, dense subspaces are extremally disconnected and countable subspaces are C*-embedded, convergent sequences are eventually constant and in a compact, extremally disconnected space, nonempty open and infinite closed subsets are uncountable and co-countable subspaces are dense.
5.3.
THEOREM. Let Y be a compact, extremally disconnected space without isolated points, and let S -{xn: n Glo} be a discrete subspace of Y. Then X = Y\S is not Katetov.
PROOF. Since X is dense in F, X is extremally disconnected.
Assume, by way of contradiction, that X has a coarser minimal Hausdorff topology t. Let X' = (X,r). For each p G X, let Ap = f]{dYU:p G U G t}. If p,q G X and p 7^ q, there are disjoint open sets U and V in r such that p GU and q G V. Since U, V G r(X), X is dense in F and F is extremally disconnected, clyU flcly V = 0.
So, Ap fl Aq =0 and {Ap n S:p G X} is a partition of the countable set S.
Since Ap Ç S U {p}, Ap is compact and S U {p} is countable, it follows that Ap is finite. Then T = {p G X:AP ^ {p}} is countable; let T -{yn:n G w}. If p G X\T, then Ap = {p} = P|{clyf/:p G U G r}. Since F is compact, it follows that {clyt/:p G U G t} is a neighborhood base of p in F. So, id: X\T -> X'\T is a homeomorphism. Since T is countable, X'\T = X\T -Y\S U T is extremally disconnected.
So, E(X'\T) -X\T. Hence X' is a minimal Hausdorff extension of X'\T and E(X') = ßE{X'\T) = /3(X\T) = F. Thus, there is a perfect, Case 2. /2\clyS is infinite. First, we will find an infinite discrete subspace P Q R\dyS such that clyP fl S = 0. Since S is discrete in F, there is a family {Vn: n G lo} of pairwise disjoint open sets such that xn G Vn for n G lo. If M = {n G lo: {R\dYS) n Vn ^ 0} is infinite, let pn G (R\dYS) n Vn for n G M; then P -{pn'-n G M} is an infinite discrete subspace of R\dyS and clyP (1 S =0. If M is finite, there is some n G lo such that Q = Vn fl {R\dYS) is infinite. Since no sequence in Q converges to xn, there is an open set U Ç Vn such that xn G U and Q\U is infinite. Let P be an infinite discrete subspace of Q\U. Then P Ç R\dyS and clyP n S = 0. Since S U P is G*-embedded in F and S and P are completely separated in S U P, then clyS n clyP = 0. Now, clyP Ç dYR Ç cLx-ñ U S Ç R U clyS. So, clyP Ç R, which is impossible as clyP is uncountable. Since both cases lead to contradictions, our original assumption that X is Katetov is false. D
Finally, we present an example of a zero-dimensional space X with a compact subtopology such that EX is not Katetov.
5.4. EXAMPLE. Let F be a compact extremally disconnected space without isolated points, S = {xn: n G lo} be a countable discrete subset of F and T = Y\S. Let X be the quotient space of T where the compact, nowhere dense set clyS^S is identified to a point. It follows that X is zero-dimensional, X is locally compact except for one point and the quotient function from T to X is perfect, irreducible and continuous.
By 2.7, X has a compact subtopology. Also, EX = T is not Katetov by 5.3. D
